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FOLEX SHOWCASING INNOVATIVE COATED FACE FILMS FOR ADHESIVE MANUFACTURER 

INDUSTRY AT LABELEXPO BRUSSELS 2023

Seewen, Schwyz - Folex, leading provider of products for the label manufacturing industry, will 

demonstrate its range of coated face films, specifically tailored for the adhesive manufacturer 

industry, on this year’s Labelexpo. The event is scheduled for September 11-14, 2023 in Brussels. 

Labelexpo Europe 2023 serves a platform for industry professionals to unveil their latest inno-

vations, attracting a diverse audience of experts from all corners of the globe. Folex is looking 

forward to demonstrate its expertise in coating technology onto a wide range of substrate types 

and thickness grades. 

At the event, Folex will present its diverse selection of ink receptive coatings, optimized for high-

speed inkjet, toner, and HP Indigo printing systems. These advanced coatings ensure impeccable 

print quality and vibrant colours, catering to the demands of modern label printing technologies. 

The featured base materials at 

the showcase will include OPP, 

PE, and PET, providing visitors 

with a comprehensive under-

standing of Folex's versatile pro-

duct offerings.

One of the key highlights of 

Folex's exhibit at Labelexpo 

Brussels 2023 will be its focus 

on environmentally friendly solu-

tions for digital label printing. 

We cordially invite all attendees to visit Folex at Stand No. 9C12 during Labelexpo Brussels 2023 

and explore the range of coated face films and environmentally friendly label solutions on offer. 

For more information about Folex and its products, please visit www.folex.com.
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the art of coating

ABOUT FOLEX 

The Folex group specialises in the finishing and coating of films and specialities and has produc-

tion companies based in Switzerland (Schwyz) and Germany (Cologne and Erlangen) that offer 

high-quality products and tailor made services for a wide variety of markets. Today Folex offers 

solutions for many sectors, from the printing industry or digital and large format printing, the office 

and home sector, all the way to primary products for the electronics industry. Visit us on LinkedIn.

https://de.linkedin.com/company/folex-gruppe

